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WHO Regional Office for Europe and 
the Ministry of Health and Care 
Services, Norway, reveal how making 
people’s access to medicines is a 
reality thanks to the Oslo Medicines 
Initiative

Dr Nick Watts, Chief Sustainability 
Officer of the NHS, reveals how the 
NHS green plans are driving action

Mark Chivers, Government Chief 
Property Officer and Director General 
from the Government Property, heralds 
the new property strategy launched by 
the UK Government
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Who doesn’t care about their health? 
But do you know that systemic health 
is related to oral health? In fact, the 
mouth is the gateway for external 
attacks by bacteria and viruses  
entering the body. Poor oral hygiene 
is typically characterized by signs of 
redness of the gingiva, bleeding gums, 
pain, caries, etc. subjecting the body 
to multiple systemic risks.  

To boost the health of the oral  
cavity, it is strongly recommended 
that we perform regular oral hygiene, 
which includes professional teeth 
cleaning. Dental prevention combines 
daily home care and regular  
professional teeth cleaning. The main 
objective is to keep the oral cavity 
healthy and reduce the risk of caries, 
any tooth decay or periodontal or  
peri-implant disease. 

The root cause comes from bacteria, 
which protect themselves within a 
biofilm structure. Managing this 
biofilm is therefore the biggest  
challenge today. On a professional 
level, many treatments are available; 
however, which ones are the most 
successful to deliver long-term oral 
health and what characteristics are 
important, e.g., minimally invasive, 
and maximally preventive while giving 
the patient and the clinicians the  
highest level of comfort?  

A 2015 study conducted by Germany’s 
Stiftung Warentest (a consumer  

advocacy foundation) revealed signif-
icant shortcomings in conventional 
professional teeth cleaning. The old 
method using brushes, polishing 
pastes and handheld instruments 
only removes 50% of biofilm in areas 
that are difficult to reach (1). This was 
confirmed by a further publication (2) 
showing that professional teeth  
cleaning is not able to prevent oral  
diseases. Clearly, something was 
incorrect in the traditional approach.  

The main issue is that the clinician 
knows revealing the biofilm is  
important but skips it, due to time 
pressure and not having the right 
technology and training. One of the 
keys in biofilm management is  
disclosing! If the biofilm is not  
disclosed, clinicians only assume 
biofilm has been removed as it is 
barely visible to the naked eye. 

Modern oral prevention and 
prophylaxis 
Based on the observation of Stiftung 
Warentest, in 2016 a panel of  
academicians and practising clinicians, 
together with EMS, decided to update 
and renew the old-fashioned approach 
and introduce the Guided Biofilm 
Therapy (GBT) protocol. This was  
supported by innovations in gentle oral 
prevention such as the original PIEZON 
NO PAIN® and AIRFLOW® technologies 
that EMS Electro Medical Systems SA 
has developed and promoted since 
the company was founded in 1981. 

Guided Biofilm Therapy 
(GBT) 
The Guided Biofilm Therapy protocol 
is part of a comprehensive preventive 
concept that aims not only to preserve 
patients’ oral health but also to improve 
patient compliance. In eight steps, 
patients are diagnosed, motivated by 
disclosing, and treated pain-free by 
using state-of-the-art technologies.  

Furthermore, the Swiss Dental 
Academy (SDA) was put in place to 
train professionals to offer GBT  
prophylaxis at the highest level to 
patients. The aim of this protocol is to 
be minimally invasive, preserve hard 
and soft tissue, and meet patient and 
clinicians' expectations. The protocol 
has been proven to be highly efficient, 
safe, and comfortable, not only for the 
patient but also for the clinician. 

The GBT Compass and its  
8-step protocol guiding the 
clinicians:  
1. Assessment and infection control: 

Without assessment there is no 
diagnosis, so it is mandatory to 
know the soft tissue condition of 
the patient including past and  
present health status. 

2. Disclose: This is the key to achiev-
ing prophylaxis treatment on a high 
level (3). It will reveal the oral 
biofilm and provide treatment  
guidance to achieve minimal  
invasiveness and deliver quality for 
patients as well as for clinicians.  

3. Motivate: This part is also key to 
good prophylaxis: obtain patient 
compliance with home care measures. 

Professional teeth cleaning is essential for maintaining oral hygiene  
and reducing risk of caries, any tooth decay,  
periodontal or peri-implant disease

Keeping your teeth for life?
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01 ASSESSMENT AND 
INFECTION CONTROL

ASSESS EVERY CLINICAL CASE AND 
IMPLEMENT HYGIENE MEASURES

   Start by rinsing with BacterX® Pro 
mouthwash   Assess teeth, gingiva and 

periodontal tissues  Assess implants and 
peri-implant tissues

08 RECALL
HEALTHY PATIENT = HAPPY PATIENT 

  Schedule recall frequency 
according to risk assessment 

  Ask your patient if he 
or she liked the treatment

02 DISCLOSE
MAKE BIOFILM VISIBLE 

  Highlight to patients the disclosed 
biofilm and their problematic areas 

with EMS Biofilm Discloser
  The color will guide biofilm removal 
  Once biofilm is removed, calculus 

is easier to detect

07 CHECK
MAKE YOUR PATIENT SMILE

  Do a final check for remaining biofilm 
  Ensure calculus is fully removed 

  Accurately diagnose caries 
  Protect with fluoride

  No polishing anymore

03 MOTIVATE
RAISE AWARENESS AND TEACH 

  Emphasize the importance of 
prevention    Instruct your patients 
in oral hygiene   EMS recommends 
interdental brushes or dental floss 
as well as electric or manual tooth-
brushes and AIRFLOW® erythritol 

toothpaste for daily home care

06 PIEZON® PS
REMOVE REMAINING CALCULUS

  Use the minimally invasive EMS 
PIEZON® PS Instrument supra- and 

subgingivally up to 10 mm 
  Clean > 10 mm pockets with mini curette 

  Use EMS PIEZON® PI Instrument 
around implants up to 3 mm

subgingivally and on restorations

05 PERIOFLOW®
REMOVE BIOFILM IN >4 TO 9 MM POCKETS

  Use AIRFLOW® PLUS Powder
on natural teeth in deep pockets and root 

furcations and on implants
  Use new and slimmer PERIOFLOW® Nozzle

04 AIRFLOW® MAX
REMOVE BIOFILM, STAINS 

AND EARLY CALCULUS 
  Use AIRFLOW® MAX for natural teeth, 

restorations and implants   Remove biofilm 
supra- and subgingivally up to 4 mm 
using AIRFLOW® PLUS 14 μm Powder 

  Also remove biofilm from gingiva, tongue 
and palate    Remove remaining stains 
on enamel using AIRFLOW® CLASSIC 

Comfort Powder
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In fact, successful prophylaxis is the 
result of teamwork between the 
dental professional who performs 
thorough and professional teeth 
cleaning on a regular base and the 
patient who maintains good oral 
hygiene daily.  

4. AIRFLOW® MAX is the secret of the 
GBT treatment. The patented laminar 
powder jet of the AIRFLOW® MAX 
cleans gently, quickly and thoroughly 
the disclosed biofilm supra- and 
subgingival up to 4mm. To benefit 
from the most comfortable treatment, 
only the erythritol-based AIRFLOW® 
PLUS Powder, size 14 μm, is recom-
mended.  

5. PERIOFLOW®: Designed to clean 
deep periodontal pockets. For  
successful treatment outcomes,  
it is very important to also clean 
subgingival biofilm in deep pockets 
systematically. This step is not 
needed if the patient does not have 
deep periodontal pockets. 

6. PIEZON® PS: It aims to remove hard 
calculus also commonly known as 
tartar, which is made evident after 
the AIRFLOW® MAX treatment. The 
usage of fine ultrasonic instruments 
along with precise and highly  
specialized controls helps patients 
appreciate the highest level of  
comfort throughout the entire 
dental prophylaxis 

7. CHECK: At the end of the treatment, 
GBT recommends that every 
patient is thoroughly checked for 
any remaining biofilm, calculus and 
stains. Now caries can be accurately 
diagnosed. 

8. RECALL: As mentioned previously, 
biofilm continues to grow constantly; 
therefore, regular professional 
cleaning and daily home care are 
required. The recall interval  
essentially depends on the patient’s 
individual clinical situation and is 
determined based on the risk 
assessment by the clinician.  
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